Since 2007 we are producer of magneto-inductive devices, and we provide inspection service.

We have started producing devices in the Cableway sector, where the MRT control is mandatory. Later, we brought our solutions also in the Heavy Lifting sector and in the Elevator sector. We worldwide operate in all the mentioned markets, believing in regulation as a global working language and as the best way for efficiency and cooperation. We have participated as technical expert to release of the ISO 4309 (goods lifting regulation) and of the UNI TS11807 (elevator sector), they both mention the MRT as the best aid for the visual inspection, especially for the detection of inner defects.

To crown the goals achieved in the previous decade, at the end of 2018 we have been acquired by the Axel Johnson company, entering in the Lifting Solution Group.
The beginning

2004-2005: idea -> 2 key people – first ‘home made prototype’
2006: Start cup Piedmont (1-st prize)
2007: Company foundation – 7 shareholders
2009: 8-th shareholder
2011: Best start up of the year

production Investments New markets

....... 

2018: Acquisition by Axel Johnson International
2019: Growth
....... 

2023: Worldwide leader in our field
What we do?

Devices for the NDT of wire ropes
Success....

1. **Idea**
2. **Proto**
3. **Market analysis**
4. **Define your needs**
5. **Find money**
6. **Build commercial - Production**
7. **Find/train people**
8. **The real market**
9. **Modify needs, money, strategy, tech**
If you could go back in time, would you still found AMC?

YES!

If you could go back in time, would you make the same choices?

NO

Are you happy you sold AMC?

YES! — not for the money, but for the increasing in organization and possibilities
AMC
INSTRUMENTS

www.ammeci.com

Via Pietro Nenni 79/E, Settimo Torinese (TO), 10036 Italia
+39 011 0378820-1   |   info@ammeci.com